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Dilemmas of Democratization in Latin America
Terry Lynn Karl

The demise of authoritarianrule in Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil, Chile, Ecuador, Peru, and
Uruguay, when combined with efforts at political liberalizationin Mexico and the recent
election of civilian presidents in Guatemala, El Salvador, Honduras, and Nicaragua,
representsa political watershedin LatinAmerica. This wave of regime changes in the 1980s
places a numberof questions on the intellectualand political agenda for the continent. Will
these newly emergent and fragile democracies in South America be able to survive,
especially in the context of the worst economic recession since the 1930s? Can the
liberalizationof authoritarianrule in CentralAmerica and the possible prospect of honest
competitive elections in Mexico be transformedinto genuine democratictransitions?Will
previously consolidatedpolitical democraciessuch as Venezuela and Costa Rica be able to
extend the basic principles of citizenship into economic and social realms, or will they be
"deconsolidated"by this challenge and revert to a sole preoccupationwith survivability?'
Behind such questions lies a central concern expressed by DankwartA. Rustow almost
twenty years ago: "Whatconditions make democracypossible and what conditions make it
thrive?"2This article addressesRustow's query by arguingthe following. First, the manner
in which theorists of comparative politics have sought to understand democracy in
developing countries has changed as the once-dominant search for prerequisites of
democracyhas given way to a more process-orientedemphasison contingentchoice. Having
undergonethis evolution, theorists should now develop an interactiveapproachthat seeks
explicitly to relate structuralconstraintsto the shapingof contingentchoice. Second, it is no
longer adequateto examine regime transitionswrit large, that is, from the general category
of authoritarianrule to thatof democracy.Such broad-gaugedefforts must be complemented
by the identificationof different types of democracythat emerge from distinctive modes of
regime transitionas well as an analysis of their potential political, economic, and social
consequences. Before these issues and their implicationsfor the study of Latin Americacan
be addressed, however, a definition of democracy must be established.

Defining Democracy
Defining democracy is no simple task because the resolution of a numberof disputes over
both its prospects and evaluation rests on how the term itself is operationalized. If, for
example, democracyis defined in a Schumpeterianmanneras a polity thatpermitsthe choice
between elites by citizens voting in regular and competitive elections, the militarized
countriesof CentralAmerica could be classified as political democraciesby many scholars,
just as they are (with the exception of SandinistaNicaragua)by U.S. policymakers.3But if
the definition is expanded to include a wider range of political conditions-from lack of
1
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restrictionson citizen expression, to the absence of discriminationagainstparticularpolitical
parties, to freedomof associationfor all interests,to civilian controlover the military-these
same countries (with the exception of Costa Rica) could scarcely be classified under this
rubric.
The problem is compounded when a number of substantive properties-such as the
predominanceof institutionsthat faithfullytranslateindividualpreferencesinto public policy
through majoritarianrule, the incorporation of an ever-increasing proportion of the
population into the process of decision making, and the continuous improvement of
economic equity through the actions of governing institutions-are included either as
components or empirical correlates of democratic rule.4 Approaches that stipulate
socioeconomic advances for the majority of the population and active involvement by
subordinate classes united in autonomous popular organizations as defining conditions
intrinsicto democracyare hard-pressedto find "actual"democraticregimes to study. Often
they are incapableof identifyingsignificant, if incomplete, changes towardsdemocratization
in the political realm. Moreover, they are cut off from investigating empirically the
hypothetical relationship between competitive political forms and progressive economic
outcomes because this importantissue is assumed away by the very definition of regime
type. While these substantive properties are ethically desirable to most democrats, such
conceptual breadthrendersthe definition of democracy virtually meaningless for practical
application.5
For these reasons, I will settle for a middle-rangespecificationof democracy.It is defined
as "a set of institutionsthat permitsthe entire adultpopulationto act as citizens by choosing
their leading decision makers in competitive, fair, and regularlyscheduled elections which
are held in the context of the rule of law, guaranteesfor political freedom, and limited
militaryprerogatives."Specified in this manner,democracyis a political concept involving
several dimensions: (1) contestation over policy and political competition for office; (2)
participationof the citizenry throughpartisan, associational, and other forms of collective
action;(3) accountabilityof rulersto the ruled throughmechanismsof representationand the
rule of law; and (4) civilian controlover the military.It is this latterdimension, so important
in the Latin American context, which sets my definition apartfrom Robert Dahl's classic
notion of a "proceduralminimum."6A middle-rangedefinitionof this sort avoids the Scylla
of an overly narrowreliance on the mere presence of elections without concomitantchanges
in civil-military relations and the Charybdisof an overly broad assumptionof social and
economic equality. While perhapsless than fully satisfactoryfrom a normativeperspective,
it has the advantageof permittinga systematicand objective investigationof the relationship
between democraticpolitical forms and the long-rangepursuitof equity.

The Futile Search for Democratic Preconditions
If the questions raised by democratizationremain relatively unchangedfrom the past, the
answers that are offered today come from a different direction. This becomes evident
througha brief comparisonof the divergenttheoriesabout the origins of democraticregimes
that have dominatedthe study of Latin America. The scholarshipthat preceded the new
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wave of democratizationin the 1980s arguedthat a numberof preconditionswere necessary
for the emergence of a stable democraticpolity.
First, a certain degree of wealth or, better said, level of capitalist development was
considereda prerequisiteof democracy. Marketeconomies in themselves were not enough;
a countryhad to cross (and remainbeyond) a minimumthresholdof economic performance
before political competition could be institutionalized. "The more well-to-do a nation,"
SeymourMartinLipset claimed, "the greaterthe chances that it will sustaindemocracy."7A
wealthy economy made possible higher levels of literacy, education, urbanization,and mass
media exposure, or so the logic went, while also providingresourcesto mitigatethe tensions
producedby political conflict.8
A second set of preconditions that underlay traditionalapproaches to democracy was
derived from the concept of political culture, that is, the system of beliefs and values in
which political action is embeddedand given meaning. The prevalenceof certainvalues and
beliefs over others was said to be more conducive to the emergence of democracy.Thus, for
example, Protestantismallegedly enhanced the prospects for democracy in Europe while
Catholicism, with its traditionof hierarchyand intolerance,was posited to have the opposite
effect in Latin America.9 Although arguments based only on the link between different
religious systems and experiences with democracy have been dismissed by most scholars,
more sophisticatedclaims sought to identify political culturescharacterizedby a high degree
of mutualtrustamong membersof society, a willingness to toleratediversity, and a tradition
of accommodationor compromisebecause such cultureswere considered necessary for the
subsequent development of democratic institutions. That a "civic culture" of this sort
necessarily rested on a widely differentiatedand articulatedsocial structurewith relatively
autonomous social classes, occupationalsectors, and ethnic, religious, or regional groups
was an unspokenassumption. In other words, a prodemocraticconsensus and set of values
was consideredthe main prerequisiteof political democracy.'0
Third, specific domestic historical conditions and configurations were said to be
prerequisitesof democracy. Theorists of "crises and sequences" argued that the order in
which various crises of modernization appeared and were settled determined whether
economic and social transformationswere conducive to the development of democracy.
Democratic regimes were more likely to emerge if problems of national identity were
resolved prior to the establishment of a central government and if both of these events
precededthe formationof mass parties."l
In a different, yet still historically groundedvein, BarringtonMoore, Jr. contended that
democracieswere more likely to appearwhere the social and economic power of the landed
aristocracy was in decline relative to that of the bourgeoisie and where labor-repressive
agriculturewas not the dominantmode of production.When this occurredas a result of the
commercializationof agriculturethat transformeda traditionalpeasantryinto either a class
of small farmersor a ruralproletariat,the prognosis for democracywas strong indeed.12 A
version of Moore's approachhas been used to explain the different political trajectoriesin
CentralAmerica. Specifically, democracyis said to have emerged in Costa Rica due to the
creation of a yeoman farmerclass, while the persistenceof authoritarianrule in Guatemala
and El Salvador is attributedto the continueddominanceof the landed aristocracy.3
Finally, some scholars treatedexternal influences as anotherset of preconditionson the
grounds that these could be decisive in determiningwhether a polity became democraticor
3
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authoritarian.Dependency theorists in Latin America and the United States contendedthat
the continent's particular insertion into the international market made democratization
especially problematicat more advancedstages of import-substitutingcapitalistdevelopment
and even enhanced the necessity for authoritarianrule under specific circumstances. In a
logic that ran counter to Lipset's "optimistic equation," both Guillermo O'Donnell and
FernandoHenrique Cardoso argued that, as dependenteconomies became more complex,
more penetratedby foreign capital and technology, and more reliant upon low wages to
maintaintheir competitive advantagein the internationaleconomy, professional militaries,
technocrats, and state managers moved to the forefront of the decision-making process,
forcibly replacing unruly, "populist" parties and trade unions in order to establish a
supposedly more efficient form of rule.'4
Inversely, using an argumentbased on externalinfluences of a qualitativelydifferentsort,
proponentsof an aggressive U.S. foreign policy towardsthe region declaredthat the rise and
decline of democracywas directly relatedto the rise and decline of the global power of the
United States rather than to market mechanisms or accumulation processes. In Samuel
Huntington'sview, the dramaticincrease in authoritarianrule during the 1960s and 1970s
was a direct reflection of the waning of U.S. influence. Specifically, it was due to the
decreased effectiveness of efforts by U.S. officials to promote democracy as a successful
model of development. Concomitantly,he argued, the spate of democratictransitionsin the
1980s could be creditedto the Reagan administration'srenewed effort to "restoreAmerican
power" through the rollback of revolutions and the promotion of electoral reforms. This
position, so ideologically convenient for policymakers, located the roots of democracy
outside Latin America.'5
The experience of Latin American countries in the 1980s challenged all of these
presumptions about preconditions. The hypothetical association between wealth and
democracy might be called upon to "explain" the transitionto democracy in Brazil after a
protractedeconomic boom, but it could hardlyaccountfor the case of Peru, whose transition
was characterizedby stagnant growth rates, extreme foreign debt, persistent balance of
payments problems, and a regressive distributionof income. Nor could it explain the
anomaly of Argentina, where relatively high levels of per capita GDP were persistently
accompanied by authoritarianrule. If the political cultures of Argentina, Uruguay, and
Brazil all tolerated, admittedlyto varying degrees, the practice of official state terrorand
widespread violations of human rights, how could they suddenly become sufficiently
"civic" and "tolerant"to supporta democratic outcome? As the Catholic church took an
increasingly active role in opposing authoritarianrule, especially in Brazil, Chile, Peru,
CentralAmerica, and Panama, the argumentabout the so-called "anti-democraticbias" of
Catholicismbecame increasinglyimplausible.'6
The predictabilityof approachesemphasizing the influence of the internationalsystem
fared little better. While the manner of a country's insertion into the world capitalist
economy is now considered essential in explaining its subsequentpolitical and economic
development, as dependency theorists claimed, criticisms of other scholars plus the
democratictransitionsin Brazil and Chile demonstratedthat there was no direct or inevitable
correlationbetween capital deepening and authoritarianrule. 7 The general trends towards
recession in exportearnings, debt crises, diminishingU.S. supportfor humanrights, and the
frequentresortto militaryinstrumentsunderthe foreign policy of the Reagan administration
4
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boded ill for the emergence of democracies in the 1980s, yet emerge they did. The pattern
of their appearance presented an undeniable challenge to Huntington's thesis linking
democratizationwith the rise of U.S. power. In the southerncone, where influence from the
north is not especially high, military rulers generally made way for civilian authority.In
Central America, Panama, and Haiti, where the overriding historical role of the U.S. is
indisputable, militaries either permitted elections to occur without limiting their own
prerogatives,or they refused to leave power altogether. Indeed, where the decline in U.S.
hegemony was greatest, democracy seemed to appear even though dictatorship "should"
have been the more appropriateresponse!
These anomalies suggest the pressing need for importantrevisions, even reversals, in the
way democratizationin contemporaryLatin America is understood.First, there may be no
single preconditionthat is sufficient to produce such an outcome. The search for causes
rooted in economic, social, cultural/psychological,or internationalfactors has not yielded a
general law of democratization,nor is it likely to do so in the near future despite the
proliferationof new cases.'8 Thus, the search for a set of identical conditions that can
account for the presence or absence of democraticregimes should probably be abandoned
and replacedby more modest efforts to derive a contextuallyboundedapproachto the study
of democratization.
Second, what the literature has considered in the past to be the preconditions of
democracymay be betterconceived in the futureas the outcomes of democracy. Patternsof
greatereconomic growth and more equitable income distribution,higher levels of literacy
and education, and increases in social communicationand media exposure may be better
treatedas the productsof stable democraticprocesses ratherthan as the prerequisitesof its
existence. A "civic" political culture characterized by high levels of mutual trust, a
willingness to tolerate diversity of opinion, and a propensity for accommodation and
compromisecould be the result of the protractedfunctioningof democraticinstitutionsthat
generate appropriatevalues and beliefs ratherthan a set of culturalobstacles that must be
initially overcome. There is evidence for this contentionin the fact that most democraciesin
Europe and Latin America's oldest democracy in Costa Rica have emerged from quite
"uncivic" warfare.In other words, what have been emphasizedas independentvariables in
the past might be more fruitfullyconceived as dependentvariables in the future.

From Contingent Choice to Structured Contingency
The failure to identify clear prerequisites, plus the hunch that much of what had been
thought to produce democracy should be considered as its product, has caused theorists of
comparativepolitics to shift their attentionto the strategiccalculations, unfoldingprocesses,
and sequential patternsthat are involved in moving from one type of political regime to
another,especially underconditions of nonviolence, gradualism,and social continuity. For
Guillermo O'Donnell and Philippe Schmitter, democratizationis understoodas a historical
process with analytically distinct, if empirically overlapping, stages of transition,
consolidation, persistence, and eventualdeconsolidation.19 A variety of actorswith different
followings, preferences, calculations, resources, and time horizons come to the fore during
these successive stages. For example, elite factions and social movements seem to play the
5
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key roles in bringingabout the demise of authoritarianrule; political partiesmove to center
stage duringthe transitionitself; and business associations, tradeunions, and state agencies
become major determinantsof the type of democracy that is eventually consolidated.20
What differentiatesthese stages above all, as Adam Przeworskipoints out, is the degree
of uncertainty which prevails at each moment. During regime transitions, all political
calculationsand interactionsare highly uncertain.Actors find it difficult to know what their
interests are, who their supporters will be, and which groups will be their allies or
opponents. The armed forces and the civilian supportersof the incumbent authoritarian
regime are characteristicallydivided between "hard-line"and "soft-line" factions. Political
parties emerge as privileged in this context because, despite their divisions over strategies
and their uncertaintiesabout partisanidentities, the logic of electoral competition focuses
public attentionon them and compels them to appeal to the widest possible clientele. The
only certainty is that "founding elections" will eliminate those who make important
miscalculations.
The absence of predictable "rules of the game" during a regime transitionexpands the
boundaries of contingent choice. Indeed, the dynamics of the transition revolve around
strategic interactions and tentative arrangementsbetween actors with uncertain power
resources aimed at defining who will legitimately be entitled to play in the political game,
what criteriawill determinethe winners and losers, and what limits will be placed on the
issues at stake. From this perspective, regime consolidationoccurs when contending social
classes and political groups come to accept some set of formal rules or informal
understandingsthat determine"who gets what, where, when, and how" from politics. In so
doing, they settle into predictablepositions and legitimatebehaviorsby competing according
to mutuallyacceptablerules. Electoraloutcomes may still be uncertainwith regardto person
or party,but in consolidateddemocraciesthey are firmly surroundedby normativelimits and
establishedpatternsof power distribution.
The notion of contingency (meaning that outcomes depend less on objective conditions
than subjective rules surroundingstrategicchoice) has the advantageof stressing collective
decisions and political interactionsthat have largely been underemphasizedin the search for
preconditions. But this understandingof democracy has the danger of descending into
excessive voluntarismif it is not explicitly placed within a frameworkof structural-historical
constraints. Even in the midst of the tremendous uncertainty provoked by a regime
transition,where constraintsappearto be most relaxed and where a wide range of outcomes
appearsto be possible, the decisions made by various actors respondto and are conditioned
by the types of socioeconomic structuresand political institutionsalreadypresent. These can
be decisive in that they may either restrict or enhance the options available to different
political actors attemptingto constructdemocracy.
For example, certainsocial structuresseem to make the emergence of political democracy
highly improbable;inversely, it is reasonable to presume that their absence may make
accommodative strategies more viable and reinforce the position of democratic actors.
Political democracies have lasted only in countries where the landed class, generally the
most recalcitrantof interests, has played a secondary role in the export economy, for
example Venezuela and Chile, or where non-labor-repressiveagriculturehas predominated,
for example Costa Rica, Argentina, and Uruguay. Thus the survivability of political
democracy does seem to depend on a structuralspace defined in part by the absence of a
6
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strong landowner elite engaged in labor-repressive agriculture or its subordination to
intereststied to other economic activities.2'
The cases of Venezuela and Chile better make the point. In Venezuela, dependenceupon
petroleumas the leading source of foreign exchange had the (unintended)effect of hastening
the decline of that country's already stagnantagricultureand, with it, the landowningelite.
Faced with overvaluedexchange rates that hurt agro-exportsand abundantforeign reserves
for importing cheap foodstuffs, landowners sold their property to oil companies and
converted themselves into a commercial and financial urban bourgeoisie. This largely
voluntaryself-liquidationremoved the incentive for them to commercialize rural areas, to
subordinatethe peasantrythroughrepressivemeans, and eventuallyto maintainauthoritarian
rule. It also removed the social base for an antisystem party of the right. Thus, actors
designing pact-makingstrategies in Venezuela during the regime transitionin 1958 did not
face powerfully organized antidemocraticrural elites.22 Social dynamics in Chile, though
different, had the same effect. Conservativeelements based in a system of labor-repressive
agricultureeventually supportedthe expansion of the suffrage in the nineteenthcenturyas a
means of combating the rising power of industrialistsand capas medias, who were tied to
the state and supported by revenues from copper.23In effect, the social impact of the
dominant presence of mineral exports meant that, when compared to the cases of Central
America, both Venezuela and Chile were able to institutionalizedemocraticagreementswith
relative ease.
These cases illustratethe limits, as well as the opportunities,that social structuresplace
upon contingent choice. If the focus in explaining the emergence of democracy had been
solely on the forging of institutionalcompromises, that is, conceptualizingthe establishment
of democracy as only the product of strategic interactions, the pact-making that
characterizedthe Venezuelan transitionand the gradualexpansion of the suffrage in Chile
would appear to be simply the result of skilful bargaining by astute political leaders.24
Instead, by focusing on the internalsocial dynamics producedby a mineral-basedinsertion
into the internationaleconomy, it becomes evident how oil- or copper-inducedstructural
change makes such "statecraft"possible. This is not to argue that individualdecisions made
at particularpoints in time or all observablepolitical outcomes can be specifically and neatly
linked to preexisting structures,but it is claimed that historically created structures,while
not determiningwhich one of a limited set of alternativespolitical actors may choose, are
"confining conditions" that restrictor in some cases enhance the choices available to them.
In other words, structuraland institutional constraints determine the range of options
available to decision makers and may even predispose them to choose a specific option.
What is called for, then, is a path-dependentapproach which clarifies how broad
structuralchanges shape particularregime transitions in ways that may be especially
conducive to (or especially obstructiveof) democratization.This needs to be combined with
an analysis of how such structuralchanges become embodied in political institutionsand
rules which subsequentlymold the preferencesand capacitiesof individualsduringand after
regime changes. In this way, it should be possible to demonstratehow the range of options
available to decision makersat a given point in time is a function of structuresput in place
in an earlier period and, concomitantly,how such decisions are conditionedby institutions
established in the past. The advantages of this method are evident when compared to a
structuralapproachalone, which leads to excessively deterministicconclusions about the
7
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origins and prospects of democracy, or to a sole focus on contingency, which produces
overly voluntaristicinterpretations.25

Modes of Transition to Democracy
Once the links between structures, institutions, and contingent choice are articulated, it
becomes apparent that the arrangementsmade by key political actors during a regime
transitionestablish new rules, roles, and behavioralpatternswhich may or may not represent
an important rupture with the past. These, in turn, eventually become the institutions
shaping the prospectsfor regime consolidation in the future. Electoral laws, once adopted,
encourage some intereststo enter the political arena and discourageothers. Certainmodels
of economic development, once initiatedthroughsome form of compromisebetween capital
and labor, systematicallyfavor some groups over others in patternsthat become difficult to
change. Accords between political partiesand the armedforces set out the initial parameters
of civilian and military spheres. Thus, what at the time may appear to be temporary
agreementsoften become persistent barriersto change, barriersthat can even scar a new
regime with a permanent"birthdefect."
These observationshave importantimplicationsfor studyingdemocracyin LatinAmerica.
Ratherthan engage in what may be a futile search for new preconditions,they suggest that
scholars would do well to concentrateon several tasks: (1) clarifying how the mode of
regime transition(itself conditionedby the breakdownof authoritarianrule) sets the context
within which strategicinteractionscan take place; (2) examining how these interactions,in
turn, help to determine whether political democracy will emerge and survive; and (3)
analyzing what type of democracywill eventually be institutionalized.
Thus, it is importantto begin to distinguish between possible modes of transition to
democracy. First, we can differentiatecases in which democracies are the outcome of a
strategy based primarily on overt force from those in which democracies arise from
compromise. This has been displayed on the horizontal axis in Figure 1. Second, we can
distinguishbetween transitionsin which incumbentruling groups, no matterhow weakened,
are still ascendantin relationto mass actors and those in which mass actors have gained the
upper hand, even temporarily,vis-a-vis those dominant elites. This can be seen on the
vertical axis in Figure 1. The cross tabulationof these distinctionsproducesfour ideal types
of democratictransition:reform, revolution, imposition, and pact.
Latin America, at one time or another, has experienced all four modes of transition.To
date, however, no stable political democracyhas resultedfrom regime transitionsin which
mass actorshave gained control, even momentarily,over traditionalrulingclasses. Effortsat
reform from below, which have been characterized by unrestricted contestation and
participation,have met with subversive opposition from unsuppressedtraditionalelites, as
the cases of Argentina (1946-1951), Guatemala (1946-1954), and Chile (1970-1973)
demonstrate.26Revolutions generally produce stable forms of governance (Bolivia is an
obvious exception), but such forms have not yet evolved into democratic patternsof fair
competition, unrestrictedcontestation, rotation in power, and free associability, although
developmentsin Nicaraguaand Mexico may soon challenge this assertion.27
Thus far, the most frequentlyencounteredtypes of transition, and the ones which have
8
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Figure 1 Modes of Transitionto Democracy
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most often resulted in the implantation of a political democracy, are "transitions from

above." Here traditional rulers remain in control, even if pressured from below, and
successfully use strategiesof eithercompromiseor force-or some mix of the two - to retain
at least part of their power.
Of these two modes of transition,democratizationby pure impositionis the least common
in Latin America-unless we incorporatecases in which force or the threat of force is
appliedby foreign as well as domestic actors. This is not the case for both Europeand Asia,
where democratizationthroughimposition often followed in the wake of World War II. In
Figure 2, the cell labeled impositionincludes Brazil and Ecuador,where the militaryused its
dominantposition to establish unilaterallythe rules for civilian governance. Cases on the
margin include Costa Rica (where in 1948 an opposition party militarily defeated the
governing party but then participated in pact-making to lay the foundation for stable
democratic rule), Venezuela (1945-48) and Peru (where the military's control over the
timing and shape of the transitionwas strongly influencedby a mass popularmovement),28
and Chile (where the military'sunilateralismwas curbedsomewhatby its defeat in the 1988
plebiscite).29

Where democraciesthat have enduredfor a respectablelength of time appearto cluster is
in the cell defined by relatively strongelite actors who engage in strategiesof compromise,
as Figure 2 demonstrates. This cell includes the cases of Venezuela (1958-), Colombia
(1958-), the recent redemocratizationin Uruguay(1984-), and Chile (1932-1970).30 What
unites all of these diverse cases, except Chile, is the presence of foundationalpacts, that is,
explicit (thoughnot always public) agreementsbetween contendingactors, which define the
rules of governance on the basis of mutual guaranteesfor the "vital interests" of those
involved. Chile appearsto be an exception because there was no explicit pact or agreement
among elites in 1932, when the democraticregime was simply "restored"on the basis of
preexisting constitutionalrules left over from the first democratictransitionin 1874. While
9
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Figure 2 Modes of Transitionto Democracy in Latin America
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the Chilean case suggests that elite-based democraciescan be established in the absence of
foundational pacts, this may be more difficult in the contemporary period, which is
characterizedby more developed organizedinterests, the presence of mass politics, stronger
military capabilities, and a tighter integration into the internationalmarket. Under such
conditions, pactismo may prove to be essential.3'
Foundationalpacts are well exemplified by the case of Venezuela. Here a series of
agreements negotiated by the military, economic, and party leaders rested on explicit
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institutionalarrangements.32
The militaryagreed to leave power and to accept a new role as
an "apolitical, obedient, and nondeliberativebody" in exchange for an amnesty for abuses
committedduringauthoritarianrule and a guaranteedimprovementof the economic situation
of officers. Political parties agreed to respect the electoral process and share power in a
manner commensuratewith the voting results. They also accepted a "prolongedpolitical
truce" aimed at depersonalizing debate and facilitating consultation and coalitions.
Capitalists agreed to accept legal trade unions and collective bargaining in exchange for
significant state subsidies, guarantees against expropriationor socializing property, and
promises of labor peace from workers' representatives.This arrangementchanged what
could have become potentially explosive issues of national debate into established
parametersby removing them from the electoral arena.
The foundational pacts underlying some new democracies have several essential
components. First, they are necessarily comprehensive and inclusive of virtually all
politically significant actors. Indeed, because pacts are negotiated compromises in which
contendingforces agree to forego their capacity to harmeach other by extending guarantees
not to threateneach other's vital interests, they are successful only when they include all
significantlythreateninginterests. Thus, the typical foundationalpact is actually a series of
agreementsthat are interlockingand dependentupon each other; it necessarily includes an
agreementbetween the military and civilians over the conditions for establishing civilian
rule, an agreementbetween political partiesto compete underthe new rules of governance,
and a "social contract" between state agencies, business associations, and trade unions
regardingpropertyrights, marketarrangements,and the distributionof benefits.
Second, while such pacts are both substantive (about the main tenets of policy) and
procedural(about the rules of policymaking), they initially emphasize rulemakingbecause
"bargaining about bargaining" is the first and most important stage in the process of
compromise. Only after all contendingforces have agreed to bargainover their differences
can the power-sharingwhich leads to consensualgovernanceresult. This initial bargaincan
begin to lay the basis for mutualtrustif only by building up reserves of familiaritybetween
opposing groups. Subsequently,the very decision to enter into a pact can create a habit of
pact making and an accommodativepolitical style based on a "pact to make pacts."
Such foundationalpacts must be differentiatedfrom smaller, more partial "managerial"
accords.33 These include the neofunctional arrangements frequently found in social
democratic polities in Europe, for example, the annual corporatist negotiations among
capital, labor, and the state in postwarAustriafor setting wages and social policy, as well as
the frequent mini-accords hammeredout between political opponents in Latin America.
Unlike foundational pacts, managerial accords are partial rather than comprehensive,
exclusionaryratherthan inclusionary,and substantivelyorientedratherthan rule making in
content. These characteristicsof comprehensiveness,inclusion, and rule making are critical
in identifying the presence of a foundationalpact. They help distinguish between basic
agreements,like those presentin Venezuela in 1958, and more transitorypolitical deals, like
the Pact of Apaneca which was forged in El Salvador in 1983 between the Christian
DemocraticParty and ARENA.34
Finally, these pacts serve to ensure survivabilitybecause, althoughthey are inclusionary,
they are simultaneouslyaimed at restrictingthe scope of representationin order to reassure
traditionaldominantclasses that their vital interestswill be respected. In essence, they are
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antidemocratic mechanisms, bargained by elites, which seek to create a deliberate
socioeconomic and political contract that demobilizes emerging mass actors while
delineatingthe extent to which all actors can participateor wield power in the future. They
may accomplish this task by restrictingcontestation(as Colombian parties did in 1958 by
agreeing to alternate in power regardless of the outcome of elections), by restricting the
policy agenda itself (as Venezuelan partiesdid in 1958 by agreeing to implementthe same
economic program),or by restrictingthe franchise (as Chilean elites did beginning with the
electorallaw of 1874). Regardlessof which strategicoption is chosen, the net effect of these
options is the same: the nature and parametersof the initial democracy that results is
markedlycircumscribed.

Types of Democracies and Their Prospects in the Contemporary Period
What are the implicationsof this excursus into preconditionsand modes of transitionfor the
prospectsof democratizationin contemporaryLatin America?To begin with, the notion of
unfoldingprocesses and sequencesfrom regime breakdownto transitionto consolidationand
persistence is fundamentalin understandingthe two concurrentrealities of democratization
in LatinAmericatoday. On the one hand, most of the newly emergentcivilian or militarized
civilian regimes-Argentina, Chile, Peru, Ecuador,Guatemala,Honduras,El Salvador,and
Nicaragua-face the overwhelming problem of sheer survivability. What threatens their
survival is the omnipresentspecter of a military coup, a coup which may be provoked by
intense partisanpolitical disagreements,by the inability of political parties to manage the
currentprofoundeconomic crisis of the region, by the actions of antisystemelites, by a mass
mobilization of labor, peasants, or the urban poor that escapes the control of traditional
dominant classes, by the actions of a foreign power, or by threats to the vital corporate
interestsof the militaryitself. Significantuncertaintyover the rules of the game still prevail
in these fragile democracies.
What becomes importantin maintainingcivilian rule is to find mechanisms-other than
rigged or unpredictableelections-that can limit this uncertainty,especially by reducing
incentives for civilians on the losing end to appealto the militaryfor salvation. This suggests
that there are two critical tasks initially facing LatinAmericandemocratizers:first, to arrive
at a sufficiently strong consensus about the rules of the game (including institutional
formalities guaranteeingrespect for certain crucial but minoritarianconcerns) so that no
major elite is tempted to call upon the military to protect its vital interests and, second, to
begin to design conscious strategiesfor the establishmentof qualitativelynew civil-military
relations appropriateto future stable civilian rule. This is probablyeasier to accomplish in
the more developed regions of the continent, where the armed forces have learned the
importanceof cooperatingwith capitalist and managerialelites, than in the less developed
ones (Bolivia, Central America, and the Caribbean), where the military still retains
relatively confident notions of its ability to manage the economy and polity or is simply too
corruptto worry about such matters.35
On the other hand, other types of democracies in the region-Venezuela, Costa Rica,
and, more recently, Brazil and Uruguay-are relativelyconsolidatedin that actors are not so
preoccupied by the overriding concern with survivability. Rather, the challenge that
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confronts most of these polities (and that will certainly confront newer democracies as
preoccupationwith mere survivabilityrecedes) is providing some new and betterresolution
to the ancient question of cui bono. This issue of "who benefits" from democracy is
singularly problematic in Latin America, where the pattern of dependent capitalist
development has been especially ruthless in its historic patterns of exploitation.36This
means that the extension of citizenshipand equal political rights must take place in a context
of extreme inequality,which is unparalleledeven in Africa or Asia.37It must also take place
during la decada perdida, that is to say, in the midst of the most severe and prolonged
economic crisis since the Depression.38
The relationship between the problematics of survivability and cui bono may well
representthe central dilemma of democratizationin Latin America. The choices taken by
key political actorsto ensurethe survivabilityof a fragile democracy-the compromisesthey
make, the agreements they enter into-will necessarily and even irrevocably affect who
gains and who loses during the consolidation of a new regime. Subsequent "populist"
decisions to redistributegains without regard for losses may affect the durability of the
regime itself, regardless of how consolidated it may appear to be. At the same time,
decisions not to redistributeor inaction on this front may also influence regime durability
because the commitment to democracy in part rests on the widely held (if sometimes
inaccurate)conviction that economic benefits will be more fairly distributedor the welfare
of the generalpopulationimprovedunderthis type of polity. Hence the currentconcern with
both survivabilityand "who benefits" merely underlinesthe significance of choices made
during the founding moments of democracies and highlights some potential relationships
between political democracy and economic outcomes for future research. It also produces
some not-so-promisingscenarios for the emergence of different types of democracies.
First, political democracyin Latin America may be rooted in a fundamentalparadox:the
very modes of transition that appear to enhance initial survivability by limiting
unpredictabilitymay preclude the future democratic self-transformationof the economy or
polity furtherdown the road. Ironically,the conditions that permitdemocraciesto persist in
the short run may constraintheir potential for resolving the enormous problems of poverty
and inequality that continue to characterize the continent. Indeed, it is reasonable to
hypothesize that what occurs in the phase of transitionor early consolidationmay involve a
significanttrade-offbetween some form of political democracy,on the one hand, and equity,
on the other. Thus, even as these democraciesguaranteea greaterrespectfor law and human
dignity when comparedto their authoritarianpredecessors, they may be unable to carryout
substantive reforms that address the lot of their poorest citizens. If this scenario should
occur, they would become the victims of their successful consolidation, and the democratic
transitions of the 1980s that survive could prove to be the "frozen" democracies of the
1990s.
Second, while this may be the central dilemma of elite-ascendant processes of
democratization,there may be importantdifferences between countries like Uruguay, a
pacted transition, and Brazil, a unilaterally imposed transition. Pacted democracies,
whatevertheir defects, have been honed throughcompromisebetween at least two powerful
contending elites. Thus, their institutions should reflect some flexibility for future
bargainingand revision over existing rules. In Uruguay,for example, while the agreed-upon
rules made it very difficult to challenge agreementsbetween the militaryand the partieson
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the issue of amnesty for crimes committed during authoritarianrule, the left opposition,
excluded from this agreement,was neverthelessable to force the convocation of a plebiscite
on this majorissue, which it subsequentlylost. It is difficult to imagine thatanythingsimilar
could occur in Brazil. Because the military exerted almost complete control over the
transition,it never curtailedits own prerogativesnor fully agreed to the principleof civilian
control, and it has not been compelled to adopt institutionalrules reflecting the need for
compromise.
The contrast between the cases of Uruguay and Brazil raises a hypothesis that merits
investigation:to the extent that transitionsare unilaterallyimposed by armedforces who are
not compelled to enter into compromises, they threatento evolve into civilian governments
controlled by authoritarianelements who are unlikely to push for greater participation,
accountability,or equity for the majorityof their citizens. Paradoxically,in otherwords, the
heritage left by "successful" authoritarianexperiences, that is, those characterizedby
relatively moderatelevels of repression and economic success which has left the military
establishment relatively intact, may prove to be the major obstacle to future democratic
self-transformation.39This danger exists, albeit to a lesser extent, in civilian-directed
unilateraltransitions,for example, Mexico, because the institutionalrules that are imposed
are likely to favor incumbentsand permit less scope for contestation.
Third, the attemptto assess possible consequences of various modes of transitionis most
problematic where strong elements of imposition, compromise, and reform are
simultaneouslypresent, that is to say, where neither incumbentelites nor newly ascendant
power contendersare clearly in control and where the armedforces are relatively intact. This
is currentlythe case in Argentinaand Peru, as Figure 2 demonstrates.Given the Argentinean
military's defeat in the Falklands/Malvinaswar, the high level of mass mobilizationduring
the transition,and the absence of pacts between civilian authorityand the armedforces, on
the one hand, and trade unions and employers, on the other, Argentinacombines elements
of several modes of transition.Such a mixed scenario, while perhapsholding out the greatest
hope for political democracyand economic equity, may rendera consistent strategyof any
type ineffectualand thus lead to the repetitionof Argentina'spersistentfailureto consolidate
any type of regime. The prospectsfor failure are even greaterin Peru. Given the absence of
explicit agreements between the leading political parties, the possibility of mass
mobilizations in the midst of economic depression, the presence of an armed insurgency,
and a unified military, Peru is currentlythe most fragile democracy in South America.
Fourth, because political democracies generally arise from a compromise between
contendingorganizedelites that are unable to impose their will unilaterallyor the unilateral
action of one dominant group, usually the armed forces, this does not bode well for
democratizationin situationsin which the armedforces are inextricablytied to the interests
of a dominant(and antidemocratic)agrarianclass. Guatemalaand El Salvadorin particular
are characterized by a landowning elite whose privileged position is based on
labor-repressiveagricultureand on a virtual partnershipwith the armed forces, thereby
making it unlikely that their militaries(as currentlyconstituted)will toleratecomprehensive
political competitiveness, civil liberties, or accountability. Regardless of the profound
differences between these two Central American countries, the extraordinarypressure of
U.S. interventionas well as internationaldiffusion means that, at minimum, they can be
expected to adhereto "electoralism,"meaning the regularizedholding of elections, even as
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they continue to restrict the other political rights and opportunitiesof their citizens. This
hybrid mix of electoral forms and authoritarianism,which has been dubbed "electocratic
rule" by one observer,40is likely to emerge in otherdeveloping areaswhereverthe spreadof
elections under foreign inspirationeither precedes or is intended to coopt strong domestic
pressuresfor democratization.
These observationscan be distilled into types of democracies, which, at least initially, are
largely shaped by the mode of transitionin Latin America, as Figure 3 illustrates. They
suggest that democratizationby imposition is likely to yield conservative democracies that
can not or will not address equity issues. To the extent that imposition originates from
outside, however, the result is likely to be some form of electoral authoritarianrule, which
can not be considereddemocracyat all. Pactedtransitionsare likely to producecorporatistor
consociational democracies in which party competition is regulated to varying degrees
determined, in part, by the nature of foundationalbargains. Transitionthrough reform is
likely to bring about competitivedemocracies, whose political fragilitypaves the way for an
eventual return to authoritarianism.Finally, revolutionary transitions tend to result in
one-party dominant democracies, where competition is also regulated. These types are
characterizedby differentmixes and varyingdegrees of the chief dimensions of democracy:
contestation, participation,accountability,and civilian control over the military.
Such predictionsare discouraging, but they may be offset by more hopeful observations
that affect the contingentchoices of contemporarydemocratizers.On the one hand, the Cold
War featuresof the internationalsystem have changed remarkably,and this may offer new
opportunitiesfor the reformistmode of transitionin LatinAmerica. The failureof two of the
three cases cited in this category, Guatemala (1946-1954) and Chile (1970-1973), was
profoundly affected by U.S. intervention, motivated in large part by the ideological
identification of mass-based reforms with the spread of Soviet influence in the western
Figure 3 Modesof Transition
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hemisphere. U.S. interventionagainst peasant-basedmovements in Central America has
been justified in the same manner. To the extent that the global state system loses its
"bipolarity,"the credibility of such accusations becomes increasingly difficult to sustain,
thus potentially creating more space for mass ascendantpolitical movements. The fact that
this mode of transitionfailed in the past in Latin America does not mean that it will not
succeed in the future.4'
On the other hand, this discussion of modes of transitionand varying probabilitiesfor
survival has not presumed that democracies will benefit from superior economic
performance,which is fortunategiven the state of contemporaryLatin Americaneconomies.
Most observersassume that crises in growth, employment, foreign exchange earnings, and
debt repaymentsnecessarilybode ill for the consolidationof democraticrule, and few would
question the long-run value of an increasing resource base for stability. But austerity may
have some perverseadvantages,at least for initial survivability.In the context of the terrible
economic conditions of the 1980s, the exhaustion of utopian ideologies and even of rival
policy prescriptionshas become painfullyevident. Neitherthe extremeright nor the extreme
left has a plausible alternativesystem to offer-to themselves or to mass publics. Though
populism, driven by diffuse popular expectations and desencanto with the rewards of
compromiseddemocracy, is always a possibility-witness the experience of Peru and the
recent elections in Argentina-it can not deliver the immediaterewardsthat have been its
sustenancein the past.
To the extent that this situationdiminishes both the expected benefits and rewardsfrom
antisystem activity, it enhances the likelihood of democracies to endure. This suggests a
possible hypothesis for future exploration. The relationshipbetween democratizationand
economic performance,ratherthan rising or falling in tandem,may be parabolic.Conditions
to strikebargainsmay be most favorablein the midst of protractedausterity,as well as in the
midst of sustained plenty. They may be worse when the economy is going through
stop-and-gocycles or being hit with sudden windfalls or scarcities. If true, this provides a
ray of hope for the otherwise unpromisingdecade ahead.
Finally, there is no a priori reason why one type of democracy can not be transformed
into another,that is to say, why electoral authoritarianregimes, for example, can not evolve
into conservative or competitive democracies, or corporatist democracies into more
competitive ones. Given the frequencyof pactismo and the gravity of the equity problemin
Latin America, the latterscenario is especially important.While pacted transitionsestablish
an improvisationalinstitutionalframeworkof governancethat may become a semipermanent
barrierto change, this framework is subject to further modification in the future. Such
modification may be brought about preemptively when some ruling groups, having
experienced the advantagesof democraticrule, become more inclined over time to seek to
accommodate potential pressures from below ratherthan suppress them, or it may occur
throughthe direct pressureof organizedsocial groups.42In either case, democratizationcan
prove to be an ongoing process of renewal.
The notion that one type of democracymay graduallyevolve into a qualitativelydifferent
type suggests that the dynamics of democraticconsolidation must differ in importantways
from the transition if "freezing" is to be avoided. Because the overriding goal of the
transition is to reach some broad social consensus about the goals of society and the
acceptable means to achieve them, successful transitionsare necessarily characterizedby
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accommodationand compromise. But if this emphasis on caution becomes an overriding
political norm during consolidation, democracies may find it difficult to demonstratethat
they are better than their predecessors at resolving fundamental social and economic
problems. Thus, consolidation, if it is to be successful, should require skills and
commitments from leading actors which are qualitatively different from those exhibited
during the transition. In this latter phase, these actors must demonstrate the ability to
differentiatepolitical forces ratherthan to draw them all into a grandcoalition, the capacity
to define and channel competing political projects rather than seek to keep potentially
divisive reforms off the agenda, and the willingness to tackle incremental reforms,
especially in the domainsof the economy and civil-militaryrelations, ratherthan defer them
to some later date. If the cycle of regime change that has plagued Latin America is to be
broken and replaced by an era of protracteddemocraticrule, democratizersmust learn to
divide as well as to unite and to raise hopes as well as to dampen expectations.
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